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You Are Not The 'Chosen People'

None of you are the 'chosen people'. Instead, you are the same as other people, but 
with a belief structure that makes you think you are superior. You don't 'know' that God 
gave the 'holy land' to the Jews—that's something somebody told you. God does not 
share ultimate truth with some over others—especially not with any soaked in hubris.

Americans are 'exceptional? Did that justify exterminating 1st Americans—and slav-
ery? Did that justify Teddy Roosevelt waging senseless wars, then passing the baton to 
W. Wilson to wage genocide on the Western world. To that end, as 'regime change' lu-
natics, we now occupy 900 military bases, spreading exceptionalism across the globe.

If you are Jewish, you are targeted by Zionism, promulgating both a 'chosen people' 
and reducing the ability of Jews to question the 'narrative'—while eliminating empathy.

This is a tough time for Jews/Christians (I'm 1/4 Jew), as recent events puts every-
thing up for grabs. For a Jew or Christian to qualify as a human being, more than a 'be-
liever', requires a re-focussing away from 'Old Testament' values to the humanity of the 
'New Testament'. It's the same for those of us who are not Christians, but are imbued 
with New Testament ethos: 'forgiveness, charity. We are each—at a fork in the road.

Any who readily took 'criminal vaccines', leaned on Pharma for the facts, or, soon to 
be economically destroyed, relied on the Fed for expertise, or buying into EV mytholo-
gy, leaned on Gates/Klaus Schwab for guidance, or 'climate changers', leaned on the 
likes of Al Gore for facts instead of researching 2000 climate history years themselves.

What's going on in the 'holy land' did not begin on October 7th—it began in '47'. 
Since then the State of Israel 'ethnically cleansed' 750,000 Palestinians. 200 Palestin-
ian villages were wiped away before Israel became a state. What is loosely called 'ter-
rorism' on both sides is better described as 'war crimes'. Many object to that—but....

There is a big difference between 'occupier and occupied'. Israel has conducted a 
'criminal occupation siege' over Palestine for 3/4s of a century. God gave that land to 
the Jews? Arabs were born on that land, worked that land, lived on that land, until the 
British (again present to make things worse), not controlling that area—gave it to Jews.

Leaning on religion, Israel shows no quarter, having, since 47, killed 30 Palestinians 
for each Jew killed. Yet, Bernie Sanders on the congressional floor: there:is no debate. 
Israel has an 'absolute right' to take measures it deems necessary. Bernie's an old fool.

For any who think like Bernie, take a stroll down 'memory lane', not reading articles 



intended to propagandize/whitewash, but conduct an historical audit seeking the facts 
for the resultant question: does Israel's complicity in the horror that is Palestine give Is-
rael 'a right' to continued genocide, or as 'the occupier', does Israel have an 'obligation' 
to solving the problem, by either extending citizenship or statehood for 'the occupied'? 

Please, no name calling or links to propaganda I need to read. If you cannot take the 
time to see what is there to be seen, go your own way—and unsubscribe. I don't want 
ongoing diatribes. Look into your own hearts—for that empathy you used to have?

Israeli foreign policy functions on a level of criminality only matched by the US. Be-
cause of 'religious blindness', 'true believers' don't listen to those who do the research: 
Colonel Douglas McGregor, Scott Ritter, Judge Andrew Napolitano, Larry Johnson. 
They don't understand the 'jig is up' for Israel and the US—having become global pari-
ahs. Unlike a decade ago, Arab neighbors (now more powerful), are unified in closing 
the entrance to a 'Thucydides Trap'—created by a 'myopic exceptional/chosen' West. 

Let me warn you: just as the 'dense' were and are wrong about 'the Fed, mRNA, 
Ukraine, Putin, and maybe 'climate change', if you see this 'religious war' as having 
commenced on October 7th, you are again on the wrong side of history. Best wake up.

Inability to bring critical faculties of reason to insipid rationalizations of Israeli inten-
tions and one's religious beliefs takes me back to our brilliant, obese, comedian, Jackie 
Gleason, who when challenged to an 'eating contest' replied to his challenger that he 
wouldn't be able to eat what Jackie left on his cuffs. That best describes my naysayers.

The diatribes I receive are mostly farcical, and it's not everybody. For each half 
dozen subscribers I lose, I gain a dozen. If the email starts out that I am an idiot sup-
porter of Hamas terrorism, there's little I can do. I don't support Hams killing civilians—
in any way. As I don't support Ukraine intentionally killing innocents—blaming Russia. If 
your intent of your reply is to 'throw me under the bus'—or more aptly, throw me 'under 
the treads' of an armored Israeli personnel carrier, please cut our ties and unsubscribe.

There's been much talk these past 7 or 8 years about fascist/communists etcetera, 
but in the end, there are only 2 kinds of people—'free thinkers' and 'believers'. Any fa-
miliar with 'The Book of Job', will remember that God tested Job's faith by upping the 
amount of pestilence/plague visited on his 'humble servant'. Who is being tested now? 
Not those who await a 'clarion of trumpets' to rain down with God's final judgment. No, 
it's those who question each iteration of madness that rains down on us from the elite.

If God were to have a 'chosen people' (and I know nothing about what God choses 
or does not), it's those who question each 'iteration of madness' that comes our way. 
And just when we think it is getting better, here comes another lunacy to test our metal.

'Free thought' is like gold and silver, it owes nothing to nobody. Free from 3rd party 
manipulation, the labor it took to get it into one's hands has been fully paid. But, any of 
the 'belief systems' I've mentioned leans on someone/something else for quality of ex-
istence. This isn't about belief in God which fills one with a sense of 'owner and awe'—
this is about thinking you know things that cannot possibly be known, when, in fact, 
each of us does not know—and the less we think we do know—the better for others. 

I talked with one of my renters today after she joked that I helped another acquire 
some silver. I assured her I would help her, but as is so familiar, she was waiting on a 
couple of cords of firewood—she had to put on a credit card. Things are going to get 
tough—drop the idea that you are innocent/chosen. We are going to need each other.

Anyone can get my articles by email by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks.


